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How do we
measure success?

Success isn’t measured by novelty, 
personality, or facilitation, but our 
ability to drive meaningful change 
— advancing the entrepreneurial 
spirit and creating equity within 
our communities. 

Helping founders and innovators 
thrive within our region.

As an entrepreneurial organization with an emphasis on the 
economic and social impact role entrepreneurship plays in 
Northeast Tennessee, we focus on open dialogue and alignment of 
vision where our local, regional, and state partners goals can be best 
achieved, as we create a new launchpad for our entrepreneurs and 
innovators.

The outcome is always a result of collaboration and a focus on the 
greater impact. The ecosystem is the enabler for an entrepreneur’s 
success. At its most effective, the ecosystem provides the right tools 
and resources at the right time to amplify the founder’s journey and 
product, while ceding importance along the way.

From partnerships, programs and perseverance, Sync Space has led 
a vision of building an ecosystem for the region and developed a 
pipeline of resources for local entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs 
from around the nation who are considering East Tennessee for the 
first time. A further look into the efforts of this past year help 
contextualize the impact of the more than 200 startups and small 
businesses that continually trust Sync Space throughout their 
entrepreneurial journey.



The Data.
Our reach of impact spans much farther than just the Appalachian Highlands. We've recruited companies 
and partnerships from across the United States, and several partners reach beyond that.
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Company
Highlights
A few of the companies that have participated in our programming have 
gone above and beyond in their accomplishments, innovation, and 
impact to our region and more.



Hope to Walk‘s low-cost prosthetic legs and develops 
prosthetic training programs to teach international 
communities to help themselves. Hope To Walk’s 
prosthetic leg costs only $100 to make. The 500+ patients 
they’ve helped across the world have cost $50,000 in 
materials – the equivalent of just two commercial 
prosthetic legs in the USA.
 
We take great pride in working with companies like this, 
and to see a young boy receive a prosthetic leg donated in 
our name is truly touching.



We’re proud to share that rpl. has successfully achieved 
their goal investment budget this past year. One 
particular partnership that we’re excited to announce is 
with Sims Venture Capital. 

We believe that through working together, this team will 
achieve amazing results that create lasting impact for 
college students, and recruiters, nationally.



Sync Space actively connects startups and 
entrepreneurs to mentors and opportunities that foster 
growth. With help from our statewide partnerships, 
Blue Sky Cyber has received expert-level services to 
refine its branding and messaging across all platforms.

We additionally leveraged our network to aid their 
secured partnerships, paving the way for their first 
pilot launch.



 The GTAs recognize the trailers, posters and innovative, 
new experiential concepts as well as the ideas which drive 
the movie industry and have become as anticipated and 
revered as much as the movies themselves. 

“We are very excited to have the Golden Trailer Awards 
hosted in the Appalachian Highlands this year.” stated 
Heath Guinn, President of Sync Space Entrepreneur Center, 
“Northeast Tennessee’s prowess in the entertainment 
industry is one of our best-kept secrets and we’re seeing an 
incredible surge in our entertainment, production, and 
digital media entrepreneurs and workforce.”



IncrediMed is a healthcare data architecture company 
that specializes in the delivery of a physician-designed 
mobile app that digitally represents a physical care plan 
for a patient through the use of their mobile phone. The 
Care Management / Care Coordination planning allows a 
patient to stay on track with the program assigned by 
their physician and allows the physician the ability to 
maintain remote monitoring and wellness tracking. With 
Patient Generated Health Data (PGHD), the aggregation of 
the patient data also helps IncrediMed drive Population 
Health analytics. IncrediMed is an EPIC EHR partner and 
their software is developed in to connect to multiple 
healthcare wearable device for patients including Apple, 
Fitbit and others.



Events and 
Speaking
We attended so many events this year including our own programming, 
partner events, educational opportunities for the region, and some 
international travel as well.



Sync Space President, Heath Guinn, had the opportunity to 
speak to discuss The Power of Partners at the Fireside Chat: 
Trailblazing Collaboration Across East TN, alongside CO.LAB, 
Knoxville Entrepreneur Center, and The Biz Foundry.
 
Heath announced his excitement for the future across east TN 
and beyond with the help of tech and entrepreneurial 
partnerships and collaborations. “We’ve started seeing 
recognition from surrounding states. We’ve shifted the 
narrative that we aren’t just an entrepreneurial powerhouse, 
but we are on a mission to shift the gravity of innovation from 
the coasts to our home here in TN.”

Spoke on a Panel with LaunchTN's CEO Lindsey 
Cox, Biz Foundry's CEO Jeff Brown, and Knoxville 
Entrepreneur Center Executive Director Jim Biggs

Recruited Entrepreneurs and Businesses from 
Across the Nation to Attend

Met with Several Investors and Senators Discussing 
Business Opportunities and Growth for TN



The World Trailer Awards honors and celebrates the very 
best entertainment marketing strategies and executions 
from seven global regions: Africa, Asia, Asia-Pacific, 
Europe, Latin America, Middle East & North Africa and 
North America.
 
Accompanying the World Trailer Awards and VUniverse 
team, Evie Brady-Watters and Krislen Sherrill, Sync Space 
got to view the awards ceremony for the best of the best in 
global trailer entertainment.



Similar to the TV Show Shark Tank, local entrepreneurs 
pitch their ideas within 5 minutes for a chance to win cash 
prizes. If they go over time, they are met with a buzzer and 
have to immediately stop! This time limit forces the 
entrepreneurs to take their ideas and explain them in a 
simple, straightforward way. 
 
Sync Space was proud to sponsor The Pitch 2022 in 
partnership with Founders Forge. The event was a great 
success, and we appreciate everyone that came out to 
support our local entrepreneurs.









Relocated Businesses

New York to Tennessee California to Tennessee
Scrolling through every streaming service is exhausting. It’s 
frustrating and a waste of good time. VU’s algorithm works for 
you to recommend programming and where to find it. 
VUniverse is a personalized movie and show recommendation 
platform to browse streaming services in one app—a channel 
guide for the streaming universe. VUniverse creates a unique 
profile for every user and serves smart watchlists using mood, 
genre, and tags based on what you like. Users can also create 
custom watchlists to stay organized and keep track of what 
they want to watch.

When Music Mission Haus formed it had two simple goals: To 
empower the personal and career development of musical 
change makers AND to use music as a vehicle for charitable 
fundraising to bring awareness to the most important issues 
humanity faces. By creating a completely new streaming 
service that allows users to financially support the artists of 
their choice, fans have the ability to directly support creators. 
Furthermore, with the creation of a strong network and 
professional support, artists can connect with companies that 
want to give back through fundraisers and more. 



Awards and
Announcements
It has been a fast-paced and fulfilling year for the Sync Space team. 
We’ve continued to cultivate new connections, bigger opportunities, and 
strengthen existing partnerships.





Strive Partnership with Mark Bays



2022 Tennessee Inventor of the Year 2022 Juneteenth Sponsorship

We’re proud to share that HD Clean has been named as the 
2022 Tennessee Inventor of the Year for their dialysis safety 
device. TJ O’Neil and his team have done an incredible job with 
their technology which will improve the health and lives of 
dialysis patients in our region and beyond.

And a special shout-out to our amazing partners on the project: 
KOSBE | The Small Business Connection, ETSU Innovation Lab, 
U.S. Small Business Administration, & LaunchTN

Sync Space is sponsoring the Tri-Cities Juneteenth celebration. 
The event is scheduled for June 18, 2022 and will be held in the 
Riverview community in Kingsport. Our goal is to bring our 
communities together to celebrate the emancipation
and liberation of our ancestors, to provide historical education 
about the Juneteenth holiday, and to highlight both African 
culture and the unique “Affrilachian” culture that
makes our region special. We know that true change can only 
be achieved by working together. 



Help Me Stream Research Foundation
Computer Dontaion

Sync.Space donated more than a dozen desktop systems to 
Help Me Stream Research Foundation, a 501(c)3 charity that 
uses older technology to research innovative streaming 
solutions for parts of the world with limited or no connectivity.
“When we learned about the Help Me Stream mission, which 
not only reuses old tech gear but also breathes new life into it 
for a great cause, we realized this was a perfect match to a
number of older desktop systems at Sync.Space,” said 
Sync.Space president Heath Guinn.

Help Me Stream leverages the knowledge of a number of global 
streaming media experts to rethink ways that streaming might 
be delivered in disaster areas and emerging economies.

Sponsored Exterior Banners for
Boys & Girls Club of Kingsport

Sync Space worked with the Boys and Girls Club of Greater 
Kingsport to design and donate 4 exterior banners. The 
banners showcase children learning, playing, and having fun. 
This coincides with the overall renovation updates, bringing 
new life and vibrant colors to the space.



Sponsor of  S.H.O.U.T!® Youth Leadership in Kingsport

S.H.O.U.T.!® stands for Students Helping Others Understand 
Tomorrow and is for talented high school students who might 
someday hold positions of leadership in our region.

The program offers lively, interactive sessions where you’ll 
learn leadership skills and important information about our 
community including volunteer opportunities.

Program days consist of topics such as Know Your Peers, Know 
your Self, Know your Leaders, Know your Community and 
Know your Ability.



Thank You
To all of our partners, supporters, and connections, thank you for your 
continued support and cooperation in bringing meaningful and lasting 
impact to our region.

Heath Guinn  |  heath@syncspace.org  |  syncspace.org


